
Department of Environmental Quality

To protect, conserve and enhance the quality of Wyoming's
environment for the Lenefit of current and future generations.

Dave Freudenthal, Governor John Corra, Director

December 3 1, 2008

Mr. Ken Milmine
Uranium One
907 North Poplar Street, Suite 260
Casper, WY 82601

RE: Completeness Review, In Situ Mine Application for the Antelope and JAB Uranium
Project, Uranium One, TFN 5 1/044

Dear Ken:

Thank you for your. patience as we try to manage our increasing workload. I have
completed the Completeness Review for the above listed permit application. In order to conduct
a thorough Completeness review I inevitably generate Technical Review comments. In this case,
the technical review comments are fairly comprehensive. However, the second round of review
will include new technical comments, based on new information submitted as well as those items
that were not reviewed in detail. For example, I have not checked all of the Appendix A and
Appendix B maps and tables for accuracy, or reviewed the reclamation cost estimate in any
detail.

These teclmical comments can be addressed at a later date, and do not affect the
completeness status of the application. Several Land Quality staff contributed to this review.
Mark Moxley did a general review; Craig Smith reviewed the vegetation and wildlife aspects of
the application; and Brian Wood reviewed the surface water hydrology portion. Their coiimments
are designated with a "MM", 'CS' and 'BW', respectively, at the end of each comment.
Although an effort was made to avoid duplicate comments, we recognize that there may be some
overlap, especially where the topic is presented in more than one section of the application.

COMPLETENESS COMMENTS:

1. Form 8, Surface Owner consent. This form must be completed for any private or state
lands within the permit area.

2.1- The Reclamation Cost EStimate is presented, and once the amount is approved as part of
the Teclmical Review, the operator will submit a Letter of Credit.

Lander Field Office -510 Meadowview Drive • Lander, WY 82520 * http://deq.state.wy.us 'A
ABANDONED MINES AIR QUALITY LAND QUALITY SOLID & HAZARDOUS WASTE WATER QUALITY .

(307) 332-5085 (307) 332-6755 (307) 332-3047 (307) 332-6924 (307) 332-3144 ( i
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3'. Appendix-A contains theArcheological reports for both the JAB and Antelope properties.
The Antelope report4,conducted by Jones & Stokes did not include 117 acres of the permit
area. This area was reportedly surveyed in 2008 yet is not included. In addition, the Jones
.& Stokes report lacks the level of detail provided. for the JAB sites inventory prepared by
ARCADIS. The Arcadis report includes site maps, photos, and detailed write-ups for each
site identified. No SHPO concurrence or determination letter is provided.

4. The-maps illustrating the&permit boundary,(e.g. Fig. ;1,14); must-be presented on a USGS
quad map, or a high quality reproduction, -with a scale-Ofl"-.=, 2,0Q0'. (MM)

5. Figures 1.2, 1.3, 3-10, 3-11, 6-1 and 6-2 should show a definitive annual schedule for the
operation (one year increments) not two year increments. (MM)

6. Figures 1-2 and 1-3. Production, Restoration and Decommissioning Schedules. The
operations plan must demonstrate that reclamation will be contemporaneous with mining
operations. Definitive commitments such, as the following should be provi&ted"

" seamless transition from production to restoration with no wellfield down time
" no inactive vWellfields for periods exceeding 30 days "
i no more than three wellfields in production at any given time

* complete restoration of the first wellfield before initiating production from the 5th (MM)

7. There are~large portions (entire sections) of the permit area Where.no wellfields (or
mineralization) is shown (Figure 1-4). These lands mi ay not. be included in the permit
unless there is a plan, to mine in these areas. If there. are potential ore deposits in these
areas then they should be shown on-the map. If not, then these -areas should be-removed
from the permit area. (MM) .

8.. Any proposed:on-site solid waste landfill (Section 1.9.2) must be permitted as part of the
WDEQ/LQD -mine permit, subject to landowner, consent. Complete plans and
specifications must be included. (MM)

9. Section 2.2.3.5 (page 2.2-19) states that minimal effects are.,anticipated as a result of
drawdown, but no supporting information is provided. W.S. 35-11-428(a)(iii-)(E) requires
an assessment of impact to water resources on adjacent. lands and the steps that will be
taken to mitigate -the impacts. Dyrawdown projections should be developed for-all aquifers
'that could potentially. be affected -by the. operation and drawdown maps presented to
illustrate the extent of projected drawdown. (MM)

10.- Section2.6.4 Drill Holes. There are over. 1500 historic dill holes at the JAB property and

close to 4,000 historic drill holes at the Antelope property. Theqre are reportedly no

abandonment records available for the drill holes, other thani those dfilled by Uranium One.
Section.2.7.2.4 Site Specific Aquifer.Properties, concludes that hydraulic communication
observed during the MP - 2103 pump test is potentially from historic drill holes, and that
"ccorrective action may be-taken to eliminate, potential communication pathways". What
measures have been taken to locate and identify the locations of these-old drill holes and to
determine their status? Prior to mining there -needs to be assurances that these holes have
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ibeen ptoperlyabandone&d, and will not provide a conduit for the movement- of.fluids
-between aquifers. 'WDEQ/LQD Ch!apter-1 1, Section 3(a)(xii) and&Section- 8..., i.

11. 'Figures 2,6-3,through,2.6-6 The cross, sections for the JAB site simply identify the, several
*hundred feet overlying what is identified as the 'Qv,.lying.Sarid'":as 'Overlying
Undifferentiated! Units?., The stratigraphy of these,,units needs to'be defined:. Sandstones
and shales should be identified. Are there any other potential aquifers within the

': Overlying Undifferentiate'& Units?i Are there any. shales -acting as.aquitards?, Similarly the
'Underlying Diffe~&itiated Units' below'ihe 'Production Sarid'; also need to be-defined,
discussed and represented in the cross sections. WDEQ/LQD Chapter 11, Section 3(a)(viii

•and ix " ' . ' . ' "

12. Section 2.7.2.2 Site Hydrogeology. Any potentially-affected aquifer within the permit
boundaries needs to beýidentified'. (WDEQ!/LbD Chapter 11 "Section 3'(a)(xiii))'
Furthermore p6tentiometric'surface m•aps of these aquifers need to be presented for the
entire permit 'area,"bs'eline water qtiality.cf each aquifer needs to be definedwith'a
minimum of, four quarters of data, as per .WDEQ/LQD Guideline 8. Any aquifer overlying
the production sands needs to be characterized. It may be necessary to drill some
exploration holes with air to determine if anuy unidentified aquifers exist overlying the
producing sandstones. '

13. Section 2.7.2.1 Regional Hydrogeology. This section states that there are Quaternary.
gravels present at the' JAB site that:though discontinuous could yi'eld large amounts iof
water. This aquifer needs to be identified as'a potentially affected,.overlying aquifer'and

'should be identified by monitoring wells, a:possible potentiometricsurface. map, and
aquifer characteristics. As stated in Chapter 11, Section 3',any aquifer that-could. -

potentially effected by mining operations must be characterized. Any aquifer overlying the
production'zone 'as the possibility 6'f'b&ing affec'ted. Sectiona7.2!6.4-P6teiitial ',

Groundwater Impacts from Spill~sm'nfions,"potential for impact of the 'shallovw}aquifer".

14. Section 2.7.2.2 Site Hydrogeology - JAB Hydrostratigraphic Units. The Quaternary gravel
nyeeds to be identified. and charactetized:

15. Figure': 2.7-20' and Figurte 2.7-'21 Groundwatdi-tTrilinear Diagrams-. A 'diagram should be
provided'fotrea'ch'pbotentially affected -aquifer.. -The trilirlear.diagram'for, the Antelope site
has iniped allof~the" sandstonehunit§ into. one diagrari:" Chapter. 1r,:, Sectidri:3 (a)(xv).

16. Table 2.7-14 Summary.of Water Quality Averages- Antelope and JAB Uranium Project.
The grdundwater water quality should be distinguished for each aquifer',and not lumped
into one aypraige for the project areas:

1 'A Iddenddum 2'6I Ant[lipe ad JAB Soi 'pSar iisng from the'-pernit'docuni17.: 2:6-b Ant o ' dnJB So -d e in isin m. moent.

18.' Addendum. 2.8-B'(SufipifAry Co 'er~ddat4 This section 'is inc6dplete. -Please borre6t the
f6llo wing '. . . :.. , '

a. ' AntelopejBr'eaks GffaSsland: inf6rnfiation i" not preseilt. " ''-' '-' , -
b. Antelope, Mix-grass/Mat-cushion Grassland: information is incomplete.
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c. Antelope,, Intermittent Stream Grassland:information is incomplete. -

d. JAB, Big Sagebrush Shrubland: information, is not present.
e. JAB, Sagebrush Grassland: information is not present. (CS)

19. Section 2.816.6, Conclusion: It is stated that the Corp of Engineers has not yet deteimined
if wetlands in the permit are non-jurisdictional. Please indicate the Corp of Engineers
decision. (CS)

20. Section 2.-8.7 Wildlife. Written docume&ntation from the Wy'ominig Game & Fish and&U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service which addresses any specific-permitting reqtiiremfients that they'
wish to impose based on the wildlife surx-ey results, needs to be includedin the permit.
document.

21. Definitive commitments are required for monitoring and protecting sage grouse. It
appears that the two:kiiown leks'that are within thepermit area are at least V2mile from any
proposed operations. :It would!seem that a"commitrmntcculd and shotild -be made to
maintain a ½ mile, yeai round "no disturbance"'buffer around these two leks. (MM)

22. Section 2.9.2.4 Site Specific Aquifer Properties. -Admittedly'additional. aquifer testing will
need to be; conducted at both, sites. Pump tests should define, whether any aquifers
overlyingonunderlying the ore zone will be influenced during mining. WDEQ/LQD
Chapter 11, Section 4(a)(xii): All aquifers.overlying production zones ne.ed tobe
characterized with monitoring wells, potentiometric maps and, aquifer characteristics
determined from pump test results. -

23. Section 3.0.Description of Proposed.. Facilities, and Figure 3-2 Typical Well Completion.
All monitoring well completion logs, need to be included as. part of the permit document. It
would be preferable if these logs contained :the stratigraphic log wiih it, otherwise the
stratigraphic logs should be included separately. WDEQ/LQD Chapter 11, Section
3(a)(xi)(A)

24. Section ,310 Description of Proposed facility, paragraph 2 states "There are no evaporation
orholding ponds planned for theAntelope or JAB project areas, atthis time." The facility
will need to rhave an alternate: storageoption for the water generated from the pumping
-operations during the downtime, of injection wells or a major. spill clean-up. Evaporation
ponds: will need to be designed and sized accordingly.'

25. Section 3.0 Description of Proposed Facility, Section 4.0 Effluent Control Systems, and
_ Section 6.1.9 Restoration Wastewater Disposal. Deep disposal wells are a key cbmponent
of this proj ect. Permits for these wells should be included as part of the mine. permit
application. The feasibility of a series of deep disposal wells at the site hasnotbeen,

:,explored and will be required in permit application. The viability of a deep aquifer that
would meet Class I (or Class V) disposal well requirements needs to be presented. An
,exploration hole will need to be drilled to adequately provide the necessary information..

26. Section 3.0 Description of Proposed, Facilities.. Subsidence or the lack of subsidence
anticipated at the mine sit e needs to be addressed as per Chapter 11, Section 4(a)(xix).
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27. Section 3.0 Descripti6n obfPioposediFacilities. Fencing specifications and "16cations need
to be presented. Fencing should be:adequate to keep livestock'from'i entering the mine area.

28. Section 3.1.4 Well Construction and Integrity Testing. This section should be expanded to
include a wellmaintenanceeplan which will meet the requirements outlined in Chapter 11,
Section 4(a)(A thrfough.D).. -

29. Section 3.1.5 Wellfield Design and Operations. This section is conceptual in discussion
since a well field paqkage for the first mine.unit is not included. The WDEQ/LQD

Administratorhas determined -hata.periit will not be.approved, without a detailed
wellfield package for at.,east:the first, mine.unit as part of the application. Current figures,
maps, and timetables should all be titled, 'Conceptual.." and a wellfield package for at least
the first mine unit should be prepared and submitted as part of the permit application..

30., Section3.31.5 should includeia plan fr wellfield layout.and installation, including a
schematic drawing. .This plan~should justify and demonstrate why the. wellfield is
designated as a "minor disturbance'. area, thus not requiring topsoil stripping. This plan
should address the specific measures to be employed to minimize disturbance and protect
the native vegetation and soils;. These measures"shiould include'up-front planningand
installation of appropriate s&rvice roads (with topsoil salvage); establishmentof designated
temporary off-road traffic routes; con'tructiodfr of appropriate drainage crossings, culverts
or graveled low-water :crossings; centralization and co-location of pipelines and utility
lines; restricting off-road, operations, during wet or muddy conditions;,, orderly' and...
sequenced installation of wells and utilities, designation .of zones 'orý corridors of "no,
disturbance"; use of low-round pressure vehicles; and appropriate enforcement of these
protectiv' measures. The'goa'l is to preserv&ea substantial portion (at least 50%) of the
nativezvegefation in'the wellfield. If -this is hot achievable thef topsoil stripping may be
requiied prior to Wellfield devl6nieht.. (MM)

31. Section 3.5 Access Roads Construction and Maintenance. Uranium One must obtain a
Right-of Way agreement, including a legal description (metes and bounds or quarter-
quarter) and documentation of the final (reclaimed) condition, fromthe BLM for the.
primary access'(Connector) roedbetw een the JAB and.Antelope Projects. As the road will
-not receivE remintenance by a Public e~ntity; rather maintenance will be incumbent on
Uranium One, the Codnnctor'Yoad.,shdoul-dlbeinrcorporated-into the periit'area. Please
provide a ROW agreement and rf~vise the permit area boundaryto' indlude the Connector
road. (BRW)

32. Figuire 3 12 and'Fiigiir 3- 1.5.` Detailed sitlans should bp pre-entedfor the faciliti'es areas
to. fdlac' 6Figues' 3-12 and3-15.- Site plan§`sh6uld bepresented~onfa topog'alhi6 base at a

.scaie-of e. A'00 q wth a 2 contour interva1. All facilities and structures shouldbe ýhbwn,
Sinciidifig lay-'downi-'ards, 'ponds, ;sitedraihage 6ontrol features'and topsoil stbckpiles.

33. Section 4.2.2 Liquid Waste Disposal. This section states that the average disposal waste
stream throughout dperatibns and restoration will be 150gpm.: Chapt&e ,11,,S&e6tion.
4(a)'(ii)(D) states: "The' capacity 6f the water-/ wastevNater treatiment syste.is 'aind- '
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correlation of the capacity with the mining andrestoration schedules'.'. must be discuss~ed
and illustrated in relation to the proposed mining schedule., .Please indicate over the life of
the mine and the development schedule of the well fields.and throuigh restoration ýyhatthe
required capacity values will be. In addition, the capacity of the disposal wells, and their
ability to keep up with the production schedule must be clejarly presented. Also, given that
the restoration plan in Section 6.0 states that groundwater sw'eep mayi. or may not be -
utilized, greatly affects the gpm generated during restoration,. The water balance m ust detail
the'capacities required for mining, all phasesof restoration, and the ability -to pump
additional Waters during an excursion event. -

34. Section 6.0 Groundwater Quality Restoration, Surface Reclamation, andFacility
Decommissioning. Similar to the Operations Plan,,the majority of this section is
conceptual in nature. Detailed specifics and water balance information, at least, for the first
well field package, will be required for the application to be deemed, complete.

35. Section 6.1.3 must specify in detail the methods and efforts that will be employed to restore
the.groundwater-to background water quality levels (i.e. define BPT): This description
should sp9cify the volumes of water (pore volumes, including the .PV calculation) to be
treated, re-injected and circulated and the specific treatments to be used. The application
must provide. detailed justification to demonstrate that the prescribed mn'ethods have been
'proven to be successful in restoring groundwaterto background.water quality levels andthus constitute BPT. Once approved, WDEQ/LQD will expect the operator to employ

these prescribed restoration efforts. The, reclamation, bond will be calculated based on the
estimated cost of completing theseprescribed efforts& BPT. will thus be defined and
approved up-front for each welifield. Restoration will be considered to be com'plete once
the approved BPT efforts have been conducted, assuming that the class of use has been
achieved. This process of defining and approving BPT will provide a measure of certainty

* to-all parties. It is envisioned that the definition Of BPT co uldchange for future wellfields.
(MM) ,

36. Section 6.1.6 Environmental Effects of Groundw'ater Restoration. Chapter 11, Section
4(a)(xxi) states that "an assessment of impact9 that may reasonably be expected as a result
of the mining operationto water resources and water tights imnside the permit area and on
adjacent lands, and the steps that will be taken to mitigate these, impacts." be included in
the permiit application. Please. add this discussion to the permit.

37. Section 6.6 dutd Appendix D. Reclamatioh cost estimate
a. 'The freclamation, cost estimate muist be accompanied by a detailed critical path'time

schedulf.. . .
b. 'The reclamation cost estimate rust iriclude'a detailed description of laborrequirements

andi assuniptions and fully itemized labor costs for all phases dfthe'reclamatidn project.
'It is noted in section 7.5.2 that the proj;ct*d workforc forthe'.i'oject will be 40-60

people. Section 93.1 discusses a maximunm workforce of 80 W6rke'rs. Restoration
operations would require a similar workfor~ce. (MM)
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38. 'Secti'6 10. -A sarripe& 6f4ihe'Public N6tie& text should be provided,, as<well as details as to
'who'needs. to be ndtified, and what the- public notice, and public d0nu-ient procedures are,
as -probvided'iii Chapterl 11-,'Secti'on-21. ' -

TECHNICAL COMMENTS: " '

1. Form-1 UIC', Iterh'6 has two 'different acreages'listed on -the forml- The form'wis originally
comileted wittl'l4,574§abier; buti v/as-revisdd-by-hand'o 14,578.05 acres. AppendixsC
indicates the acreage as 10.538.12 for Antelbp5& and 4 03199-314frJARh a to'talof 14,578.05
acres.

2. Adju&cation Appendihes A, B andC sho'iiAd belisted in: the Table of Contents and tabbed
for'ease 'of'refererice. It 'vduld be helpful' if each section of the permnit documen'ý (e.g.
soils, vegetaiiorij;wildlife, wetlands, etc.) Were separated and identified with aidivider tab.
(MM)

,3 .Apeni .'iur'1 'Th Sufcea,

3. Appendix AViqgfire'1-1. Thl~e Surface and'Mineral Owne rship Map, Figure- l'-1'lisfs the
BLM and State of Wyominrgýas surface -rid mineral owners and shows easemeints for
Sweetwater Coufity Roads, PP&L Powerlines and Oil and Gas Pipelines; Exxon and
Frontier Pipeline C.*, i listed in Appendix A as having surface ownership'. The map
should distinguish which pine o sdo eo

4.. Figure '1-4. JAB and Antelope Site plans: This. map should also identifY any existing gas
or water well, or spring within three miiles of'the permit boundaty, as perWDEQ/ LQD

Guideline No. 8.
5. Figur 1. 'p.St Plan an ""~~rý~ an 0

15. Figure1-4. 'JAB and Antelope'Site Plans and Figure 1-2 ad 1-3 Production, Restoration,
'and Decommissioining Schedule. The schedulesindicate two 'wellfields for J'AB and six
well fields for Antelope, yet the Site Plan only indicates one wellfield for JAB and five for
Antelope. Please indicate where the additional well fields will be located on Figure 1-4.

6.' County'roadsi should be identified by name% and county'rbad number on the mip.s, (MM)

7. Figures 1-2 and 1-1, Production', Restoraftion -nAd D'ecomf ni ioi"" g Schedules.' Thetime
frame allotted for each'well field is i'detutical.` Approximately 9 mofiths-for construction, 34
months for production, 34 months for groundwater restoration, and 24 months for
deconrmissioningc. No..consideration is given• noi the relative size of each wel.fild, the
variability in uriaium 'c'oicentration across the site or the variability in a'quifer.

,characteristics across the site. How were these timeframes derived?. What as suinptions
...wer~e 'made? Wi*houft the detailed reformination on welifield packages, these figures should

be labeled 'Conceptual. With the submittal of the first mine unit wellfield packlage, a
detailed production, restoration,,and decominnssioning schediile should- be prowded.

8. The permit for the domestic sewage/sepiic system should be included in thlei•'ine permit
application. The statement on page 1-12 that the permit for the septic system is issued by
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the county under, WDEQ-WQD Class V UIC rtegulations is incorrect and should be revised.
(MM).: , .

9. Appendix C, Antelope Permit area - No Right to Mine, Page 3 of 3 has a typo. Total
permit'area should~be 10,538.12, as opposedto 10,358.12...-.11

10. Each page of the Appendix C, permit area legal description,:must:be signed and dated by
the applicant. (MM)

11. Section 2.2 Use of Adjacent Lands and Waters. As stated in the Introduction to this section,
the purpose is to characterize the surface water regime of the area surrounding the proposed
permit.area. The majority of the surface area lies withih the Great Divide Basin, while the
remainder can be found within the Sweetwater.RiverBasin, To characterize the area within
the Great Divide Basin, two former USGS. gaging stations are utilized: (1) Delaney.Draw
and (2) Separation Creek. These stations are located 40±k miles to the. south of the proposed
permit area. From the information presented, I have the following issues:

a,. No text or analysis is presented to relate the gaging. station analyses presented back.
to the subject area; .

b. Flood estimates are provided for, the 100-year event. Considering the limited amount
of data utilized in the analysis and the potential for over anrd-under prediction'
exceeds 100. percent, the validity of the estimate is questionable. Please revise the
text accordingly.'

c. The text states that average 'instantaneous peakflow is 180 cfs for the Delaney Draw
gagage. Considering the data'are not close to being normaliy distributed, perhaps the
median value of roughly 82 cfs would be a better way of characterizing the data. In
addition, I do not believe that developing an average for a peakflow data series
provides much information; if th& intent is characterize what normally could be
expected, the analysis should reflect estimates of events with returns periods of 1.5
to 2 years, approximately 50 cfs and_90-cfs, respectively. Please revise the text
appropriately.(BRW) .

12.. Section 2.5 Meteorology.. The text on page 2.5-2 indicates that the Seminoe II Mine
meteorological, data are the most representative avaiiable data set* for the site specific
analysis. Further down the page there is an extended discussion regarding a comparison
between data collected at the Sweetwater Mill "and the Serninoe II Mine. The Sweetwater
Mill station is located approximately 412 miles from the proppsed permit area..n comparison
to 70 miles for the Seminoe II site. There is an.extended effort to justify the use of the
Seminoe II Mine data as being representative through a comparison to Sweetwater Mill
data. Please explain why Sweetwater Mill data was not used to climatologically
characterize the proposed permit area given that a fairly extensive data' set~appears to exist
and it is almost 60 miles closer. (BRW) -

13..: Section 2.6.Geology and Soils. The nomehclature for namingjthe units at'the JAB and
Antelope sites should, be consistent. The permit boundaries are four miles:apart,, and may
some day connect, yet the mineralized zone for JAB is simply referred to as 'Mineralized
Zone' and is 22-54 feet thick. At Antelope there, are several mineralized zones identified as
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•:the 240-200 sand,.:thi-e 190-150•sand idnthe 140-100.snd all betv'een 200-300 feet thick.

Is there any correlation between the two sites, or are they from two separate alluvial'-fan
systems that has totally different depositional characteristics?

14. Section 2.6 Geology and Soils. Pump test results presented "in Section 2..7.2.4 Site Specific
Aquifer Properties, raises questions over the nomenclature assigned to the Antelope

.sandstone utnits... These unitsrange~in thickness from• .167 to 405 feet thick, with an average
thickness of 250 - 300 feet, yet do not behave as one aquifer unit according to pump.test
results. If it is not one continuous sandstone unit and will not be mined as one continuous... unit:, th'en'it sho0uld ndt-b~ de~ignated-as such. • .: - .. .

15. 'Table. 2.6-1, Antelope.and -JAB Drill, Holes.,. This table lists the locations and tofal depths
of these holes, and which company.ddfilled them, The table should also include the status of
the drill holes abandonment:f Ifthe h0le.was properly, abandonedas per DEQ regulations, if
the hole was located, if an open:hole.,was found, if it was re-worked, etc.

16. Section 2.6.4,,Dri-ll Holes. Uranerz .pparently.installed a water supply well at the Antelope
site. Its, status should be discussed.

17. Figure 2.6-37. The map legend is ntlegible. ..

18. Section 2.6.6.4 Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis. Intensity' VII. Sisemic Activity is
said to be capable of causing.damage to.masonry and chimneys. This section should
discuss.the potential this type of seismic event wxKould-have on ,the well casings and
pipelines that would exist at the ste. , .

19.. Section 2.6 .Geology and-Soils-. Th6 cross section lines, should be presented. on one
topographic map which indicates'the drill hole and monnitoring'weli locations.

20. Figure 2.6-.3 The A1-Al' cros's section sh•uld be extended to the 'north if theie is any
information available from the northwest comer of the permAit area: "

21. Figure 2.6-4, Stfati raphic Ciross Sctioný Q-:Q'indibates two faults at the JA-Bsiie;-yet the
isopach maps Figure 2.6-8 thoulgh '2.6-1'-26nly indicate one faiht'withiri the JAB area.

22: Section 2. 6 Any faults within t~he JABior Antelope permit area:shoiul'dbeýindicatedon the
requested t6pogfrphic map With the 'cros se'ction lines. ,(e g., Figure 1-4. and the hew
geologic x'-section topo map requested., Figire &2.7-8 ̀ and Figure'27-9 JABarid Antelope

23.•, F~igure 26-6.'Sttatig, raphilc CrosSectioh 44',has not been labeled in-the title block'. Please
add Figure 2.4-6 to the Drawing No..

24. SSectior. 2.6.2.1 The faults identified.within the JAB pro]ec~t area should be discussed in'
terms of'their connection to any'activity'with the Chicken Springs Fault or South, Granite
Mt. fault. '
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25. Section 2.62.1 The 1.984 Hydro EngineeringHi'storic JAB Hydrologic Report, in,.,
Appendix B, references two faults in the area of the JAB project.: One fault to *the south,
with a 1,000 foot displacement is said to cross the southwest corner of the project-area.
The second fault, to the north, with a 39 foot displacement is said to be outside the project
area. Where are these faults relative to the current proposedspermit boundary? In addition,
the exhibits from this report which indicate the fault locations and geologic cross sections
are not included. Please provide these exhibits, if available.

26. Section2.6 Geology and Soils. Identified-mineralized zones, within all unitsz should be
identified on the cross section maps.

27. Figures 2.6 Geology and Soils All cross section Figures; equire a PG stamp and
signature.

28. Figure 2.6-8 through 2.6-12 JAB Isopach Maps. These maps need to cover the enitire
permit area, not just the mineralized zones.

29. Figure 2.6-7 is a typicat log for the JAB'site and Figure 2.6-13- is a stratigtaphic log for the*
Antelope site.' Figure 2.6-7 includes a geophysical log, whereasFigure 2.6-13 does'hot.
Geophysical logs for many drill holes are shown on the geologic cross sections yet are not
readable. The permit application should provide, at a minimum, .copies of the geophysical ..
logs for all of the monitoring wells.

30. Figure .2.6-8 through 2.6-12. The, isopach maps for JAB do not include the drill hole
locations. Please add the drill locations to the map, at a font and scale that is readable.

31. Figure 2.6-14 through 2.6-24. The isopach maps for Aritelope show the drill holes but their
designatibnsare 'not readable. Please revise so that this information is readable.

32. Figures 2.6-8 through 2.6-24. When an-isopach map interprets that a bed is less than ten
feet thick, please hidicatefat specific drill hole locations the actuially thickness'of the unit.
This is especially important for shale units that are to be the confining layers to the system.

33. Addendum 2:6-E Antelope fnd JAB Laboratory Res'lts. Please indicate on each analysis

sheet what the sample is. Also, the font size is 'difficult to read.' In'addition, the title of the
Addendumi should 15e revisied to specify wha•t'ye of labbratory resulis are being presented.

34. S'ection' 2.7 Hyidrdlogy;! Baseline surface water quantity should discuss, generally what falls
'Within the permit area and' potentially the coonttibuting -drainage. area above. While the
discussion and runoff estimates for Arapahoe -Creek are relative in terms of the JAB
project, evaluating all of Osborne Draw in terms of the Antelope Project is not. A
"discussioi' of the'entire'Upper and Lower Lost Creek Basirs does not appear-t6 be'
applicable given the limited amount of draini'iage area of eadh basin that falls within the two

- project'areas. Please revise the analy'sis and'texi accbrdinhgly.'(BRW)

35. Section 2.7 Hydrology. The discussion on Osborne Draw indicates that there 7.5 acres of
wetland in this watershed. The entire watershed is represented by map with a scale of 1"
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equal' 4 miles, whi&h mnrakes it, virtualy impossible to figure out where the potential areas
:are in relationship to the proposed peihit area. Please provide~a map of reasonable scale to
ilhlstra~te'the l'cation of thSsurface water feature's (BRW.)

36. Section 2.7 Hydrology:-, ;l6ase'illustrate the location of SW-4 on either Figure' 2.7-8 or
Figure 2:7-9.1 (BRW)

37. Section 2.7 Hydrology. Please provide a description of each sampling site (e.g., Spring,
Stream' Ch~annel', or 'Reserý6i). O(BRW)

38. Section 2.7 Hydrology. Baseline mapping of the area utilizes USGS topography at a scale
of 1:24,000 anda contotir interval df 20 feet. Given the topbgraphy in the proposed permit
area is relatively flat, it would seem that attempting to develop an erosion contrl: plan for
the site would be difficult given this.gross-.scale of mapping. Please provide mapping for
each site using cofitour.iinteval of five feet or less. (BRW)

39. Section 2.7.2.4 Site Specific Aquifer Properties. In summarizing all of the pump tests
.please revise the descriptioin so that &ach test'inclhides the date .f the t6.st andthe time
pumped-'

40. Section 2.7.2:4 Site Specific Aquifer Properties*. For each pump test conducted please
indicate the screened interval for each of the wells used in each test.

41. Section 2.7.2.4 Site Specific Aquifer'Properties. (MP-4 PumpTest) MP-4 is in the 190-
15d0 and (screenedfromii 426-446 ft.) "nd MU-4 is in the lower lortion'of the 190-150 sand
(screened from 657 - 667 ft.) and seven feet away from MP-4. yet sees, no immediate
impact.frdm pumping. In fact the 0.11 foot .f drawdown 56 hbiurs into the test is most
likely, due'to'barometric conditiofi. :if the 'ippIer and lower portions of'this 190-150"qsand
are not in communication then there must be a significant confining layer which.separates
them, and therefore they,.should not be. thdughit of as.one continuous sand unit with an
average thickness of 252 feet. ,. . -

42.. Section 2.7.2.4.- Site Specific Aquifer.Properties, (MP-2069 Aquifer Test) Without an
underlying sand or production sandwell on, both sides of the faultit is not clear what effect
the fault may have onthe system. There is. said to be 'limited-,hydraulic. c'mmunication'.
This &ould be due to barometric pressiure, the fault, the confining unit, or old improperly
abandoneddrill holes.-.Additiqnal testing with.additional.wells will, ýeed to be: done:.to
betterdefine the groun-,daterr hydrology,. and what.effectthe fault may have. The amount
of offset of the~fault should be desqribed..- . , . , ...

43. Figure 2.7 -8. JAB SampIing'Location Map.. The, spacing and designations of thej"wells in

the two well clusters are not readabledue to the scale of the map., A blow upof these two
areas clearly showing-the relationship 6ftlhe wells to each other. should be provided. The
map should also indicate the location of the fault.
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44. Figure 2.779. Antelope Sampling Location Maqp. 'The two well, clusters which include MU-.
4 and MU-16. should, also be blown up (perhaps, as an insert on the map).indicating the
relationship of these wells to each other on a smaller scale., . ..

45. Figure 2.7-14. JAB Potentiometric Surface Map, September 2.007. :This map represents the
potentiometric surface of one aquifer atthe JAB site. The aquifer needs to be identified.
Also, the data does not cover the western third. of .thepermitarea due to. lack of monitoring
wells across the permit area. The baseline information needs-to adequately cover the entire
permit area.

46. Figure 2.7-15.. Antelope.Potentiometric Surface Map,March - April 2008., This 1miap
re presents the potentiometric surface ofonie aqluifer at thýe. Antelope ýite. Yet thetwenty
two monitoring wells reportedly monitor different jýroducing sand horizons as well as one
or more underlying sanIdstone. Unless indicated that, these sands act as,one unit they should
be treated as separate aquifers with separate potentiometric'maps. (Section 2.7.2.3 indicates
that there is a 40 ft. head difference between the 90-50 sand and the 140-100 scnd) In
addition, potentiometric maps, of any potentially affected oyerlying or uinderlying aquifer
need to be presented.

47. Addendum 2.7B Aquifer Test Data. Many of the Google maps indicating the well
locations are not readable due to overlap ofthe Well id's. Please indicate well locations on
a topographic map and'be s'ure that the well- id's are readable. Also, not all of the wells
involved in. the pump tests are indicated on these maps, and the fault is not indicated on
these maps. All wells and the fault should be included on the maps for each pump test.

48. Addendum 2.7B Aquifer Test Data. Many of the 'drawdown maps are not readable 'due to
the legend symbol for the obser'ation 'wells not being distinguishable (e.g' Page 2.7-B5)

49. Addendum 2.7B Aquifer Test Data. The title page should'be revised to read "Aquifer Test
-Data - JAB site'". -

50. Addendum 2.7D Water Quality Data. JAB.Grcundwater Quality Results by Well. The
font for this 'table is too small to be readable. Please revise accordingly.

51. Addendum 2.7E Water Rights. The fornt for this table, is too small to read. Please revise
accordingly.

52. Section 2.:8.2,:.Regional Setting: NO Township:Range' Section description of permit
:location is given. ,-Please include a TRS description. '(CS) '

53.. Section 2.8.3, Climate: There is no reference to where climatic data was -obtained., Chapter
2, Section 2(a)(i)(C)and (D) of the DEQ non-coal rules state to reference the nearest

.xiweather station or actual data recorded on ,site'.. Reference la 'weather station or other data '
source."(CS) . ' ' ' - . ' . :
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54. Section 2.8.5.1, Survey Methodolog5', Exended Reference'Area: ýIt is not stated if these
areas xvere: mutuially<agreed 'upon by BKS arid WDEQ/LQDI. Please reference the study
plan methodology, or other communication. (CS)

55. Secton 2.8.5.3 : 2.8.5. 16 Veg'etatlioi: Sample adequacy Calkiitlations used mean and
standard deviatiOn -of "lits"' data, not menan cover. WDEQ/LQD Guideline 2 Secdii6n IV(B)
designates cover datrabe used-fofthis calculation. Please recalculate using cover'data
instead 'of "hits" data. (CS)-" '

56. Table 2.8,5, <Antelope License Area 2007 Absolute Cover for the Breaks Grassland
Vegetation Community: Absolute total ground cover is less than absolute vegetative cover.
This cannot be.!-Piease Check the~numbers ahd make necessary cor: e-cions. (CS),

57. Section 2.8.5.11 -Vegetation Survey Dis6ussýion:f It is stated thatno noxiouý weeds were
encountered in the License area. Was there consultation withSweetwvater County Weed
and Pest district to see if their ' database contains any records of weeds in the' permit area?
Cite any consultation with Sweetwater County Weed and Pest. "(CS)

58. Section 2.8.5.11, Vegetation Survey, Discussion: It is stated that-no threatened or
endangered species were encountered. Please provide a list of BLM and State T&E'species
and provide potential.habitat suitfabilityin permit area. For example see Addendum'2.8-L
for wildlife species. (CS)

59. There is no discussion ofvegetationdieisity per DEQ rules Cha'p. 11 Sec. 3(a)(v,.'

-.•, Diversity is defined in DEQ rules Cha 'ter. I See. 2(bd). The information is present in the

report (in tableform) but not addressed. in thje text. Please add, a discussion in the text.
(CS)

60. On the top of page 2.8-61 there is a'statement that "Uraniuim One:uses a single drill-rig
during exploration operations..." This is not correct. Uranium One stated on 12/9/08 that
they have been using five drill, rigs. Please correct: (MM) .

61. Addendum 2.8-A: Antelope site perennial grass list includes Carex and Juncus species
which are notgrasses.. Please label this list '"grass.and grass like perennial species?' or
something similar. (CS)

62. Addendumt2.8-A: Antelope site pereimialforbs list includes a'Cir'siurn specie.:,.
Identification to the specieslevel of this-specimen is warranted b.bcause 6f the number of'
state listed noxious Cirsiuin species in Wyoming. Please identify this specimen to the
f•:spedies level.: (CS)-.. '--' . ,.•.2 .. ... .

63. -.Map•s'Figures 22.•8,-IA,281B.:-B The':scale'of the-se'maps is too small. ..WDEQ/W, Guideline
4 section IV(B)(4)(a) states an appropriate scale between 1"=400' and 1"=800'.,. Increase
the scale to between I"=400' and 1"=800'. (CS)
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64. The vegetation photographs (section 2.8.5, Appendix 8E),are too small to be useful.
Guideline No. 2 recommends a minimum sizeof.' X 5. (MM)3 / X

65. Figure 2.8-4 shows an ihcorrect permit boundary. Please correct. (MM)

66. Maps Figures 2.8-iA, 2.8-1B: The direction and lengthlof sampling transects is not
indicted on the map. Please show direction and length of samplingtransects on the map.
(CS)

67. Map Figure 2.8-1B: Sample points1 B26 and S48 appear to be out of.permit boundary area.
This could be an artifact of the GIS system:. ;Please-clearly. identify if these points are
inside the permit boundary area. (CS)

68. Addendum 2.8-H: There is no key to indicator status for species list: Please add a key to
this table for clarity. (CS)

69. Map Figure 2.8-2A, 2.8-213: The scale of these maps is too small. WDEQ/LQD Guideline
4 section IV(B)(4)(a) states an appropriate scale between 1"=400' and 1"=800'. Increase
the scale to between 1"=400' and 1"=800'. (CS)

'70. The wildlife maps (Figs. 2.8-3 through 2.8-6) should be presented on a USGS quad map, or
high quality reproduction, with a scale of 1' -,2,000'. This will facilitate overlaying the
site, plan map to determine potential conflicts. (MM)

71. Section 2.8.7.1, General Setting: Section 2.8.5 states that black sagebrush is present and
dominant in some settings. This section does not mention black sagebrush. Clarify what
type of sagebrush is present. (CS),

72. Section 2:8.7.1, General Setting; This section states noxious weeds were present around
livestock watering areas but.section 2.8.5.11 states there are nonoxious weeds present.
Please clarify and positively.identify any noxious weeds present in the permit.area. (CS)

.73. Section 2.8.7.3, Baseline Survey Results: This section states, winter survey for sage grouse
. completed in entire permit area but section 2.8.7.1 states winter grouse surveys were not

possible in West JAB area due to weather. Please clarify when sage grouse surveys were
* completed and in what areas they were completed. (CS)

74. Section 2.8.7.4, Environmental Consequences:- As "mitigation measuire, it is
recommended that all construction and drilling activity in sage grouse lek sites be outside
of the March15 - June 15. window. (CS) ... ,

75. Section 2.8.7.4, Environmental Consequences: Because this is a sage dominated area and
-because of the presence of sage grouse, every measure to ensure the establishment of

. sagebrush in the reclamation should be done. This includes seeding:sagebrush and
modifying reclamation practices (ie.. broadcasting the sage seed). ,(CS)
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76. Sectio6t 2.8.7.6. 1-; BirgGame-. Thissec.tion mentions the Moore Ranch.Project.j It is not
clear what this project is.: Include a reference to clarify what theMoore Ranch Project is.
(CS)

77. Section 2.8.7.9.2, Raptors: Due to the large area of prairie dog colonies it is recommended
that' activity in theseaiersabe lifmited to the non-breeding season of Mountain. Plover~and
BufroWing Owls. '.Thii wodld als6 Protect the prairie' d6gs during their most probable
breeding times. (CS)

78. Section 2.8.7,10., BLM' Sensitie Species: This-section referfences appendixB. The
reference shoild be to addendumn 2.8-l'. (CS)

79. Section 2.8.7.10.1.2, BLM Sensitive Species; This section references appendix A. The
reference should be to addendum!2.8-K.' (CS)

80. Section 2.8.7.10.1.1, BLM Sensitive Species: This section states there are 878 acres of
prairie d6g colonies in the 'permit area. Section 2.8.7.1:0.1.5 states there 'are 415'iacres of
prairie- dog colonies in the permit area.: Please-clarify the correct acreage'of pfairie'dog
colonies. (CS)

'> 81." Section 2.8.7.10.1:5, BLM Sensitive Speciesý: The section states 10% 'of the'periiiit area
will be affected but later on states'that 9% of the permit area will be affected-. ' Over :the
whole area, 1% will add up to a sizeable riuinbe'r of acres. Please clarify the amount of area
that will be affected. (CS)

82. Section 2.8.7.11.1, Other Migtatory Bird Spsecies of Management Concern in'Wyoming:

This section references appendix C. The reference should be to addendum:2.8-M. (CS)

83. Addendum 2.8-K: This addendum inchndes a raptor nrest site ligt. This list'is also included
as a table (2.8-27) in the text. it is no± ne6de d twice. Elimninate theOraptorhnest-site list in
addendum 2.8-K. (CS) - :

84. Addendftm 2.8-N: Figures 2.8-3- and .2184 arei'n'clear. Please'in'lude-clearer titles and put
.fewer features on each map (i.e. make additional'maps). (CS)

85. Figures 2.9-7, 2.9-8, 2.9-13- 2.9-16,"2.9-21; 2.9-22 - 2.9-24, 2.9-26 -2'.9-29 radiological
survey result maps need to be presented at a larger scale (1 in: 2,000 ft.) with USGS topo

* overlay for p61nit'ofirefere'nce foifthe map.' -

86. Tables 2.9-8 and 2.9 - 9 Baseline Radiologici'.Characteristics in groulndwater' should
distinguish which aquifer each well is monitoring.

; . .. ' : :' . •- .. . ic. • ,. ,: . .. : '.' - • 5 . . .- ,% , I5 , • "" "- 7

87. Section 3."in'-Situ RecoVery.P-rocess,: Accordiig to water balance diagrarhs presented, the
deep disposal Wellt(s) must- have a minimtum capacity of 370 gpin'. No -ififonrmation..has been
provided regarding the-Viability o.f a deep'disposal Well(s) and whethei'the' characteristics
of the formation would be sufficient to meet the project demand stated above. Prior to
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WDEQ/LQD permit approval, plans and specifications.and approval for a deep disposal
well(s) must be secured from the appropriate.regulatory authority.. Please provide.. (BRW)

88. Section 3.1 In-Situ Recovery Process. Sufficient redundant disposal capacity must be
made available. This issue is addressed eVen morei conceptually than primnary disposal.
Please provide a complete plan for redundant disposal capacity. (BRW)i

89. Section 3.1.4.1 Well Materials of Construction. _ Thefirst paragraph describes-the possible'
use of self tapping screws. Self tapping screws will not be approveddue to the possibility
of then corroding out, resulting in holes in the casing and-leakage.. Piping should be joined
mechanically with square threads or a water. tight 0-ring; T-lock)., Please revise the section
accordingly.

90. Section 3.1.4.1 Well Materials of Construction, and Figure 3-2 Typical Well Completion.
This section and figure lists Schedule 40 PVC casing in addition to SDR-17 casing. SDR-
17 casing is preferred due'to its higher resistance to hydraulic collapse pressure. The 5"
Schedule 40'PCV is only rated to depths of approximately 300 feet, whereas the SDR-17
has strengths up to .700 feet, beyond that depth, stainless steel should be utilized. Please
revise the 'section to eliminate the use of Schedule 40ýPVC for wells deeper.than 300 feet.

91. Section 3.1.4.4 Well Integrity Testing. The well testing criteria is said to be at 120% of
operating pressure, over a ten minute period, the well must maintain 90% pressure. A more
conservative approach, used at some facilities is 125% of Maximum operating pressure,
over ten.minutes 95% of pressure must be maintained. The Land Quality Division will be
developing a recommended standard so that all mines are consistent with theirý MIT testing
methodology.

92. Section 3.1.4.4 Well Integrity Testing, and Section 3.1.5 Wellfield Design and Operations
states that operating pressure may be 150 psi, yet depending on the piping material utilized,
the pressure rating is from 160 to 300 psig., At 150 psig operating pressure, 125% would be
187.5.psig which exceeds the pressure rating for some piping. The piping specifications
must~be adequate to handle the MIT testing pressures. Please revise these sections
accordingly.

93. Section 3.1.5 Wellfield Design and Operations. Greater detail regarding the pipe and pump
specifications layout andbburial depths to prevent freezing needsito be presented. How
buried pipelines will be protected from the vibrations of vehicle traffic should also be
discussed.

94. Section 3.1.5 Welifield Design and Operation-sI A' iiefChapter 11, Sedtion4(a)(xi) all new
Class III wells must have ' determination or .calculation pr~sehting the fluiid presiulre,
fracture pressure, andphysical and chemical characteristics of the receiving, strata fluids.,

95. Section 3.'1.5 refers to "wellfield package information described in Section 5. This-
reviewer is uinable to find the referenced Section. Please provide a description of the
wellfield permitting process. (MM)
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96. Section 3-.1.6 Process'Descrfption.: .The !first step should stipulate that 4thelixiviant will be
ihj ected in to the. ore body:and a'step fshould'be added .to state that the pre'gnant lixiviant
will be pumped to the surface and transported to the surface facility.

i - .2- • :. K "i .: ' ',''" ; • " ' ''.: . . ..

97. Figure 3-5. Typical,.Wellfield&Layout. The typical, configuration of the piping and utilities
for the wellfield r'aeaý shojuld be, presented.

98.,- Section3 .5 -Access, Roadsi Constructlon and Maintenance. : Two types of roads are
- described; a Primary .and, Se ondarVS Access Roads. -The:Primary Road, designatedas BLM

Local, will befthe road,'between theltwo. facilities. The secondary access roads will be used
to-access well field headerhouses iand are to~be designed for one Way traffic' and light use.
Section 3.5.3 Construction is the only mention that "topsoil must be salvaged where
available". Please add topsoil stripping as a design requirement in. Sections 3.5.1.1 and

•99. Section;3.5 AccessRoads, Construction -and Maintenance. The proposed Connector Road
will cross the Jeffrey City !- Wamsutter Road (Sweetwater County Road 23N). Please
provide a letter~from: Sweetwater County Road and Bridge Department indicating they have
.been contacted and any is-suesthat they may'have concerning traffic control have been
addressed. (BRW)

100. Section 3.5 Access Roads Constr'uction and Maintenance.- Considering the main'access
roads to.proposed facility areas'arid the connector road will need to 'be designed early in the
constructionprocess in order to "bring in. any sizeable building materials and equipment,
please provide specifications and design details for the Primary Access Roads, including
any hydraulic structures (i.e., culverts, low water crossings, etc.). (BRW)

101. Section 3.5 Abbess Roads Construction and Maintenance.'The text on page ,3-53 states that
the location of eacch culvert will be"'shown 6fo the plarinand profile.'...§ubmitte'd to the BLM
in the Right-of-Way application. Thelocation of each culvert and Crossing shl6uld also be
illustrated on a'map 'submitted f5 the WDEQ/LQD. In areas that 'will be constructed prior to
well-field installati'on"(eg.,' Primnar Access Roads, and Facilities Ar~a), thi's map should
accompany the current permit application and instances where the road is''well-field
specific, the well-field specific hydrologic control plan map can wait and accompany the,
well field packlae. in'addition*t'the above' no detaii• have been provided regarding the
layout of tlhe. facilities. Please revise the textýaccordingly and supply text and a'inaý that
details the Permit Area'liydrolocic cont"rol I.an..

102. Section,3.5 Access Roads Construction and Maintenance. How will two tracks be utilized?
What type&f, access will there be to'the Ie itoring wells and monitoiringwvellr'ging?.'

103. Sectiofi 3.5.2"(page-3-49) discusses secondary-access'roads to access wellfield'
headerhouses. Please clarify when such roads will be installed. These roads should be
planned initalled 6arly, in ihe wellfield in-stallation process so that off-road traffic-'ahd
damage to soils and vegetation are minimiized. (MM).. ...... .
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.104. Section,3.5.3 (page 3-51),discusses salvage ofijtop~soil during road construction and re.
spreading topsoil-"to the greatest'degree practical". Topsoil shouldnot,be re-spread in. or
near road ditches as it will be contaminated or 'lost during road maintenanice .operatiOns.
Topsoil should onlybe re-spread on large cut or fill slopes where slopes are 3:1 or flatter.
With average topsoil depths of approximately one-fotothere.willbe a significant amount
of topsoil that will have to be stockpiled. Topsoil should be stockpiledin low piles set
back a minimum distance of 20 feet from the outside:edge'of the road ditch or the edge of
the cut/fill slope. Topsoil stockpiles should be located on. flat terrain alid away from
drainages. Piles should be sloped to 3:1 or flatter on all sides and seeded.With'the. approved
seed mix. Please incorporate these specifics into the plan. (MM)

105. Section,3.5.5 .Road Maintenance. Maintenance activitiesi, including snow removal, are
dictated for all primary and secondary roads: When access to monitoring wells and .
injection or production wells, fencing and/or pipelines:is required in the winter, it is likely
that snow removal.will be required in some locations to provide access! How.will snow
removal off primary and secondary roads be protective of topsoil and vegetative cover?

106. A comparison of the.water balances for the Antelopeand JAB properties (Figures 3-6 and
3-7) shows that the projected production flows for the two areas areidentical at 3,000 gpm
:but the restoration, flows for the JAB are only half of the restoration flow for Antelope (500
gpm vs. 1,000 gpm).: Please explainwhy such a difference in restoration effort is
warranted, or revise the plan to reflect.equivalent efforts. (MM)

107. Figure 3-8. Process Flow Diagram. The 1% bleed from the lean eluate and the injection of
the lixiViant into the ore body should be indicated on the process flow diagram.

108. Figure 3-9. Satellite Process Flow Diagram. Some.0f the smaller font is difficult to read.

109. Section 4.2.1. 1 Liquid Process Waste. This waste is to be routed to the. deep disposal
well(s). Please go into greater detail regarding the route, to the wells, e.g. buried pipeline?
How far will the waste travel via pipeline prior to disposal? Are separate disposal well
fields planned for JAB versus Antelope?

110. Section 4.2.1.1 Liquid Process' Waste. If the deep disposal well is down due fo mechanical
failure, pipeline problems; capacity, or MIT testing, another disposali options such as
evaporation ponds or existing commercial ponds must be in place as a backup.

ill. Section 4.2.1.4 Stormwater Runoff. This paragraph indicates that all stormwater will be
diverted around the facilities, and BMP will be in place to ensure that any runoff will not
be a source of pollution. Please outline the BMP's which'will prevent the contamination of
any runoff from the facilities' area. With chemical storage, trucks transporting by-products

-rom one site. to 'the next, as well as potential spills and vehicle leakage,, a site containment
pond to collect. stormwater runoff or spills from the facility area seems an appropriate
BMP.. The need for a retention pond is mentioned in Section 7.2.3.2 Soil.!mpacts of
Operation, yet no size calculation, design criteria or location is provided.
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112. Section 4.2.1.4'Storaivvater Rurioff aild ection 7.2.3.2 Soil Impacts of Operations.
Chapter' 11, Sectidri,4(a)(v)ý reqpiires that all'temporary and permanent surface, water
diverision sttirutures be desnibed. The layout of the all. pernmanerit ahd temporary diversion
structures around the wellfields and facilities will be required. Also, required sizes of the
structures needs to be pfesfited;'based on' drainage basin run-off calculations.

11'3. Section 4.2.2.'1:Liquid Waste Monitoring afid•Reporting. WDEQ Rules and Regulations,
Chapter VIII, Section.7: is referenced.- This should be revised to read, "WDEQ WQD Rules
and, Regulations .. " C . .

114. Section 4.2.3 Potential Pollution Events Involving Liquid Waste. What is the specific
training that will be~provided all employees?',. What is. the frequency of the training? What
is the frequency of the inspections to b6 conducted?: How. will the inspeations be
documented? The'detailedprocedures to be.outlined in the Environniental Management
Programs should-be presented as part of the mine 'permit. Surfa~e 'and pipeline spills have
been a common occurrencie iat ISL facilities in-the past. The Division is requiring that
detailed, documented, training and inspections be clearly outlined in the Operations Plan.

115. Section 4.2.3.1 Spills from Wellfield Buildings,.Pipelines, and Well Heads'. This section
seems to indicate that since the pipeline is checked for leaks', prior to going into-operation,
that future spills are unlikely.. Yet Weather,. animals, vehicle traffic, -and human error can
all contribute to releases: once a wellfield is operational. This section should be revised to
specifically address the operational procedures to be taken to prevent spills and releases.

116. Sectionf..2.3.l Spills from Wellfield Buildings, Pipelines, and Well heads. The last'
paragraph states that 'engineering and administrative controls will be in place'. These
controlf'need.to'be specified in detail. Chapter' 11, Sectiofl 4(a)(xNx) requires that the permit
describe the "measures employed to prevent an excursion, and contingency and corrective
action plans to be implemerited in the eveht of an ex•ursion, in accordance with-Section 12
and Section 4,34o this Chapter." . ' .;. .

117., Section 4.4.3 Septic System Solid Waste. Disposal of septic system'solidmwhstes are
regulated by the Water Quality Division, Chapter 11 Rules and Regulations, as opposed to
Solid Waste Managerhent rile's and ieýgnilations. :' .• !. • .: • • : : ; . •. • ; • ::: :: . ."½ ' '; . . : : : . :-- ;

118. Section 4:4:4Haz'irdous Waste" The p' rmif Should alSo specify the facilityfs EPA'ID no.,
and where the designated hazardous waste storage area will be within the facilities. It
'should pirefeabljy be' located inside',"'and should have secondary c6ontainment. 'If there are
no floor drains and curbing att-e buldig thre'sholds',tl-ebuilding would be'the sedondary
containinent,. .-. .•. .

119. Sectiotn 4.4.5 Soil Contaminaied as'a kesult of'Wellfield Releases. 'Paragraph 1 staies that
afl pipelibes v•/ill 'be b ri"ed fdr frost. pr6tection'. Please ihdicate the depth- of'the frost line,
andithe burikf'depth to be'specified . . "' : ' '

120. Section 4.4.5 Soil Contaminated as a Result of Wellfield Releases. Paragraph 2 states that
individual wells, along with the main trunk lines, may have high and low flow alarms limits
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set in the header house. The:control system-will need to be clearly defined as part ofthe
well package approval. . ,

121. Section 4.4.5 (page 4-11) contains a statem, ent that individual wells may" have high•and low
flow alarm limits set in the header house. Section 3.4 (page 3-46) states that

:instrumentation Will -be provided on each well to record an alarm :in the event -of-a change
in flow that might indicate, a leak or rupture in the system.., Section,4.4.5 should be
corrected to be consistent with section 3.4. (MM) . - - . .

122. Section 4.4.5 Soil Contaminated as a Result of Wellfield Releases. Uranium One commits
.to implementing a program of continuous wellfield monitoring by. roving operators, and
* will require a minimum .of daily inspections .of each wellfield that is in service or
restoration. Documentation of these inspections, should be discussed, and the inspection
form to be utilized should be provided in-the permit.application..

123. Section 4.4.5 Soil Contaminated as a Result of Wellfield Releases. Contaminated soils
resulting from a spill are to be delineated horizontally based on gamma radiation. It then
states that if found to be contaminated, the soil is sampled and analyzed.. This section
should address how vertical depth of contamination is determined anndmapped:.

124. Section 4.4.5 Soil Contaminated as a Result of Wellfield Releases- In addition to
contamination from gamma radiation it is possible that the soils may be impacted by high
salts within the -lixiviant. SAR analysis should also be conducted to determine if the salt
loading to the soil has rendered it contaminated.

125. Section 4.4.5 Soil Contaminated-as a Result of Wellfield Releases. The, application states
that annual releases from the site will be documented with Ia map in the WDEQ/LQD
Annual report. The map should be, a cumulative map indicating the footprint of the recent
years spills in addition to any previous spills. This mii should be accompanied by a table

- outlining the history, of each release, including, the estimated amount (gallons) of the
release, footprint of contamination, depth of0contamination, initial contamination levels,
their sample locations, and any history of remediation efforts.

.126. Section 5.7 Radiation Safety Controls and Monitoring. The text on page 5-62 indicates that
all streams-within the proposed permit- area are ephemeral. This seems to contradict
statementsmade in Section 2.7 (for example, please seepage 2.7-5). Please revise the text
as appropriate. (BRW) - - - -

127. Section 5.7.8 Groundwater/Surface Water Monitoring Pr!gram. Although it Would be
incomplete at this time, please include a Table of the monitoring wellsand surface water-,
-monitoringpoints.: The table should providethe monitoring frequency for each well, and-
the parameters to be analyzed. The table should be organized with-groupings of private
wells,, regional background wells, mine unit wells,, and mine -unit monitoring wells.
Distinctions should be made as to which aquifer the well is located.

128. Section,5..7.8.2 Groundwater Monitoring. Well sampling methods. The permit lists three
, differenit recommendations for purging a well priorto sampling. One method from EPA,
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and two'alternate metheds fromthe.Wydomingj DEQ, Guideline 8&,and low- flow purging.
Please indicate which method, Uranium One plans to utilize. Pumpinguntil pH, .
conductivity and temperature equilibrate is preferable, and may result in less water to be
disposed thaii the'EPA method.of three casing volumes.. -

129. Section 5.7.8.2 Groundwater: Monitoring,;, Excursion Verification and Corrective, Action. If
an excursion'is confirmed-the application states, that "the WDEQ/LQD ,.is notified by
telephone or e-mail within 24 hours. ."'. The notification must be done verbally. Please
revise.the text accordingly.

130. Sectfon 5.7.:8.2 Groundwater Monitoring, Excursion Verification and Corrective Action.
The application states that:ifUCL's do not.,dec-line within 60 days that the corrective action
will be to suspend injectionin the, area. It then states (on Page-5-6 1), "Additional measures

will be implemented if a declining, trend doesý not occur in a reasonable time period)'.
Please explain the additional corrective action measures that could be taken, as well as
'what w'ill be considered'a -'reasonable timeperiod'.- Also, if the excursion is not in control
within 60 dayis the Administrator, with concurtence 0f the Director of the DEQ, has~the
authority to terniinate the mining operation and 'revoke the permit (Chapter 1i,1 .Seetion
12(d)(ii)). ' To avoid-this 'ituation,!'th' operator may * wanit -to cease ini ection into the area
under question, prior to 60 .days into the corrective action process.

131. Section 5.7.8.2 Grouinfwat6r` Monitoring, Excursion Verification and Corrective 'Action.
The application state that in the case ofan excursion, a written replort will be provided to
the NRC within 60 days. in addition, Chapter 11i, Section 12(a)(ii) requires thata written
report be provided to the Administrator of the Land Quality Division within five (5) days of
becoming aware of the noncompliance occurrence. The contents of the report are outlined
in Section 12(a)(ii)(A, B, C, and D). A cop of this report~is forwarded to the
Administrator of the Water Quality Division. Please add this commitment to this section.

132. Section 5.7.8.2 Groundwater Monitoring.: Sampling frequency andanalysis criteria are
outlined for private wells, wellfield wells,'and \wrellfield monitoring wvells. Please also
include the criteria for sampling the regional basetline6 wýells.' -

133. Section 4.0 Effluent Control. In- the Cross Reference Table provided by Uranium One,;it is
noted that Sectioi 4.0 addre~s'es the.Likiviant Control between the o're-body and ovierlying
'and underlyinig :aquifers. "'This ihformatioiinhs niot included n this settion-'whilch is'iore
specific to liquid and solid waste control and disposal. Please add the discui iion of-

lixiviant control to this section.

13:4. Section'6." .1 Paragraph 6ioe States that,"Groundwate' restoratioh prevents any mobilized
cons'titents frdm' tffecting aquifrs adjacent ttothe 'orde zone." This cduld be n ore m learly

stated as "Groundwaterrestoration preveits any mobilized constituiients-from'iiaffecting
adjaet•-faquif-ers and( other waterwi the 'same aquifer as the production zone.?

135. Section 6.1.3.2 Groundwater Sweep. The use of groundwater sweep is not considered to be
BPT due to excessiVe consumption of groundw'ater aiid resultant impacts to grohndwater
resources. This methodology should be removed- from the process description. (MM)
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136. Section 6.1.3.2 Groundwater Sweep. The last sentence inparagraph-one states .that "The
water produced during groundwater sweep is disposed of in an;appropriate manner. This

statement is'very vague. Given the Jarge. volume of water' created by this process,. and the
unknown capacity of any injection wells, or the overall water balance of the site.. This
statement needs to be changed to blearly indicate how the 'system willhandle the predicted
volume of water generated by groundwater swee'P.

137. Section 6.1.3.3 Groundwater Treatment. Paragraph 4 states that "clean water, called
permeate, will be-re-injected or stored for use in-the mining process." There.are no
provisions in the facilities degcription for storage. of treated groundwater. If this'is part of
the plan then storage capacities, relative to the water balance will need to be addressed.

.138. Table 6-2 Irigaray Post-Mining, Water Quality. The table compares the baseline range of
water quality for. each constituent with a mean of the post-mining levels across nine.
production units. Why are some of the values represented with a,"<" sign. For. example
the baseline range for dissolved Arsenic is <0.00 1 - 0.105mg/I, yet thepost-mining mean is.
listed as <0.601 mg/l.

139. Section 6.1.7.2 Restoration Stability Monitoring. This section states that stability
monitoring will be every two months over a six month period. The Division is requiring
that stability monitoring be conducted for a minimum of 12 months with sampling and
analysis conducted quarterly. Sampling should include the field measurement of water
level, temperature, pH and EC.

140. Section 6.1.8 Well Plugging and Abandonment. -Paragraph one references WDEQ/LQD
Rules, Chapter VIII Section 8.. This section does not exist. There is Guidance provided in
WQD, Chapter XI, Section 70, or WDEQ/LQD Guideline 8, Appendix 7.,

141. Section 6.1.8 Well Plugging and Abandonment: The program states that 'when.
practicable, all pumps and tubing will be removed from the well." "When practicable"
should be dropped from the statement.

142:' Section 6.1.8 Well Plugging and Abandonment. The alternate method of plugging, using a
bentonite water slurry is not allowable as per WQD, Chapter XI, Section 70(e).

143. Section 6.2.2, New Drill Hole Site Preparation, Hole Abandonment and Site Reclamation:
The text states that subsoil will be placed on native soil. If topsoil and subsoil are to be
segregated it is advisable to strip the topsoil were the subsoil is to be stockpiled. This Will
aid in maintaining good soil' for reclamation., (CS) ,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .. . ...... . " .,' , i ."' .. ; . i. '.•. . .i -...... : ' -•

144. Section 6.2.2 (at the top of page 6-2 1) contains a commitment to backfill open drill holes to
the. surface with bentonite chips. WDEQ/LQD considers .this to be a best management
practice-and commends Uranium One for-making, this commitment.. No response necessary.
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145. Section 6.24 states that typical -tops6il)'stripping depths are expected to range from 3 to 12
,inches'. -This is 'not cinsisteilt wit•h'tlreýdiscussion in section 2.6.5..2 (page 2 ,:6- Hl) that states
the avel-age t'opi6il 'dptlh'is. 12 inches. Please correct this inconisistency, (MM)

146. Section 6.2.4, Topsoil Handling and-Replacement: The test states topsoil stock piles will
be seeded with the permanent seed mnix.,, It is necessary to use only the. grass species when
seeding topsoil piles. This will reduce the seeding cost of topsoil stock piles. (CS)

147. Section 6.2.4.:'Please inc1Ide aistatemeiati•n section 6.2.4 that allttopsoil stockpiles will be
sloped on all sides to 3:l'or flatter prior to seeding. (MV) .

148. Table 6-4, Seed Mix: The seed mix indicated is inappropriate for the area. There is no
sagebrush in the mix;ýSlender 'wheatgrass' is"'not the best :choide for a native Wheatgi'ass,
there is no Prairie junegrass, or Sandburg's.bluegras's in the mix both of which comprise a
'significant portion of the riaive'grasseg.: The seeding rate (28+ !"'9/ac)',is much' toohigh for
drill seeding: Apossible seed mixis:
Thickspike wheatgrass: 4lbs/ac
Sandburg's bluegrass: 2lbs/ac
Bluebunchlwheatgrass:_ _ •-- 41bs/ac.,
Prairie junegrass: • ,3lbs/ac ,
'BottlebTush'squirreltail: . ' ... .
Artemis'"a'spp. (Bigy'o Black): 'ibiac'

''Gardner'ýSaltbush: . ' . .51bs/ac . .. ' - "

Note: Do not drill seed the sagebrush seeds. Other possible grasses include: Sheep fescue,
needle'and thread -grass,. western .wheatgrass, and Indian ricegrass. (CS)

149. Section; 6.2.6 Final Contouring. As per, Brian Wood's comment 'on the, contour intervral of
baseline mapping (Technical comment for Section 2.7 Hydrology. A final topographic
contoir'map should be provided of the' fadility area with a contour interval of two:feet.

150. Section 6.2.7 discusses' the use of a nurse crop..- Th& 'usd 'ofa ahirs crbp is'not-
recommended in arid areas such as the Red Desert. Please remove any reference to the use
of ainurse crop. (MM) . ' " .

151. Section 6.3.3. The disposal site for lle.(2) byproduct materials should be identified
(seciions 1.9.2 'nd:6:3'.3), (MM) "

152. Section:,7.1.:2,%Land Use Impacts•bf Construction,: iThis section~states forageloss would be
negligible for fencing the disturbed afeaý. (approximately,: 1400 acres)., Fbrage loss on 1400
acres may not be negligible. Please provide an AUM or vegetative production loss
estim ate.. ( S. ' . .. ' . ' .' • , .

.153. :.Section 7;2.5 Visudl, arid 'Scenic Imipacts'. Pipelines should be eln'cuded as a, shrtoiterm or
long term visual impact. The estimate of reclamation of pipeline corridors witl-in'a two
year timeframe is optimistic given the desert conditions.
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154. Section 7.2..6.1 Groundwater Consumption. -Paragriaphone states that the consumptive use
of groundwater is expected to be minimal... In 'addition to the 1% ,bleed-during mining, what
will the consumption of groundwater be during restoration?

155. Section 7.2;7.1 Surface Waters and Wetlands. This-section~indicates that therewill be no
impact to wetland areas. Please Comments 27-2 above regarding illegible mapping
provided concerning wetlands. As Uranium One's mapping of the proposed facilities area'
as well as wetland areas is not to an acceptable scale, verification cannot be made at this
time. In addition, evaluations will also be completed in the future on a well-field by well-
field basis. (BRW)

156. Section 7.2.7.2 Surface Water Impacts from Sedimentation. This section states that all
streams are ephemeral which contradicts the text on page 2.7-5. Furthermore, through
precipitation and runoff events are "uncommon", the problem is when they do occur, they
tend to be substantial. Therefore, please rephrase the first paragraph in this section to
eliminate the somewhat dismissive undertones. (BRW)

157. Section 7.2.7.2. Surface Water Impacts from Sedimentation. The. second paragraph
contains a statement-concerhing "absorptive capacity of the soils": Bfieffreview of the
information provided in the soils section of the permit does not appear to' include any
information regarding the hydrologic characteristics of the soils present. Please provide
some basis for the statement. (BRW)

158. Section 7.2.8.1, Ecological Impacts of Operations, Vegetation: Please consult with
Sweetwater County Weed Control District supervisor if or when any weed concerns arise
to determine best control practices. (CS)

159. Section 7.2.9 Noise Impacts of Operations. Due to the lack of occupied housing in the
vicinity of the permit area, the noise levels are not addressed. Please include a discussion
of what the sources of noise, and potential noise levels could be. Wildlife can be effected
by noise from mining operations.

160. Section 7.3.2 Exposure from Water Pathways. Paragraph one states that "the o'verlying
aquifer will also be monitored". This statement should be revised to read that all overlying
aquifers and the aquifer immediately underlying the ore zone, will be monitored.

161. Section 10 Approval and Consultations. Permits from SEO will be required for all wells
and any (to be designed) evaporation pond.'

162. Section 10. Environmental Approvals and Consultations. The aquifer exemption
• application is said to be issued by the DEQ, yet is actually issued by the US EPA. The
table should be revised to indicate that the application will be submitted to the US EPA.

163. Section 10. Environmental Approvals and Consultations. An AQD permit will also be
required for the mine site, yet has not been listed. Generators or other emissions from the
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.4acilities building 4*1vilrequire perinits 'IPlease contact'Chad. Schlichtemeier (307) 777-
5924ý or'Darla Potter (307),777- 73468vith the DEQ AQD permitting group inh Cheyenne.

Once you have had a chance to review these comments, if you require any further
clarification,-pleasefeel free to dontaict mezat (307) 335-6941 or abo0leawyo.gov.

Sinc -- 1 -

erely,

Amy B6yle
Geologic Project Analyst,
Land Quality Division

Commission /Mail Stop T-8F5/

COPY: M. Moxley / Lander
LQD / Cheyenne
John Kaminsky / BLM/ Lander.
Steve Cohen / U.US Nuclear Regulatory
Washington, DC 20555-0001
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